Complaining to KeyRing

If you are unhappy with something at KeyRing read these pages and let us know.
Let us know...
Complaining to KeyRing

If you make a complaint we take it seriously.

✱ We will look into it within 5 working days.
✱ We will tell you what we will do about it.
✱ We will do what we can to make it better.
✱ If you complain about a KeyRing worker, someone different will talk to you.
Complaining to KeyRing

Unhappy about something KeyRing has done?

Something wrong? KeyRing wants to know.
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Talk to a **KeyRing worker** or...

Talk to a **friend** or...
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Phone your nearest KeyRing office or...

The phone number of my nearest office is:

Use our website to complain:
www.keyring.org or...
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Talk to a **social worker**

Thank you for telling us your complaint. We want you to be happy with KeyRing.